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! T™^~I Berigan jQ pjay Campus Sport Hop
Bunny Berigan, "the miracle man of music,"
and his famed radio and show band will swing out
for dancing at the fourth annual Inter-Fraternity
Council Name Band Dance, Saturday in the Men's
Gym.
Final arrangements are being made by
various committees under the supervision of Don
Mason, Council president, who has stated that
the dance should be the biggest event of the University social calendar.

BUNNY BERICAN

The affair, an all-campus sports dance will be
held from 8:30 to 12.
According to Joe Clague, the man in charge
of ticket sales for the dance, an intensive ticket
sales drive will be inaugurated today and it is
hoped that the 240-ticket quota will be reached
by Saturday noon.
Fulfillment of the quota
would insure the financial success of the dance.
The $2.50 tickets may be secured from the members of the four fraternities or at a booth in the

VOTE FOR KEY QUEENS
ON NEWS BALLOTS

Well.
Invitations have been sent to the alumni
members of the four fraternities and a large
number of old grads are expected to help celebrate this, the first annual spring fraternity
homecoming in the history of the University.
Berigan, who will follow such maestros as
Fletcher Henderson, George Hall and Bob Strong
on the Inter-Fraternity Council bandstand, is
rated by most campusites to be the best yet.
Featuring Danny Richards, song stylist, and
Kay Little, a song bird of the "makes young men
leave home" type, Berigan will bring an organization here that has been acclaimed from coast
to coast in the nation's number one dine and
dance palaces. Included in this group are such
outstanding spots as Chicago's famed College
Inn, the Pennsylvania Hotel in New York, the
Raymore Ballroom in Boston, the Steel Pier in
Atlantic City, the Roosevelt Hotel in Jacksonville
and New York's St. George Hotel.

Berigan, himself, who is famed for his many
trumpet solos such as "I Can't Get Started With
You," boasts a musical history that is as remarkable as they come.
Starting on a Wisconsin
farm and ending up with company such as Benny
Goodman and the Dorseys is something. Included were lessons under the critical eye of his
grandfather, who was a professional musician;
playing in local dance bands; a term at the University of Wisconsin, and finally a stab at Broadway big time.
During the 14 years since his first job on
Broadway he has played with bands under the
batons of such musical greats as Hal Kemp,
Freddie Rich, Paul Whiteman, Benny Goodman
and Tommy Dorsay.
Then with the encouragement of Goodman
he organized his own band and caught on as an
immediate success. Since then his red-hot trumpet has carried him to new heights in the musical
world.
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Song Stylist

KAY LITTLE

GET YOUR TICKETS FOR
BERIGAN TODAY
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At Last! A True Story About John Niles
Election Of
'Key' Queens A Bowling Green Broadcast Speaks On
Folk Songs
Held Today
Page Three Ballot Used
To Select Eight
Winnert
Votes for the candidates in
the beauty contest sponsored
by the Key may be cast in the
Well anytime before 5:30 today, according to Frances
Ruth, Key editor. Pictures
of the candidates may be
found in the glass display
case on the first floor of the Ad
Building.
Ballots will be' found in this issue of the Bee Gee News. Stuffing of the ballot box will be prevented by a system of registered
voting. It will not be necessary
to sign names on the ballots.
Each student is asked to list
the four girls he thinks most beautiful. Pictures of the eight girls
receiving the highest number of
votes will be sent to a judge who
will select the four to appear in
the 1942 Key. Final arrangements
for the judge are not completed
but an effort is being made to secure a nationally known illustrator.
Editor Ruth stressed the fact
that voting must be on beauty
alone. Personality, popularity, or
achievements do not figure in the
contest.
"Pictures of the winners will
circulate widely and should be representative of the beauty here on
the campus," Editor Ruth said.
"Every student should get behind
this and put forth an effort to get
this publicity for the University."
Those candidates who filed their
petitions by Monday and who will
be on the official Key ballot, include :
Jeanne Powell, Barbara Burridge, Virginia Rousch, June
Smith, Hope M c A d a m s, Grace
Pietschman, Pat Schweitxer, Jean
Mersereau, Lois Mayfield, Janet
Carino.
Marie Decker, Martha Walrath,
Barbara McKinnon, Joan Brown,
Cecelia Rohrs, Jean Anne Goodnight, Marietta Kershner, Margaret Dennis, Jean Olewiler, Helen
Sturgeon.
McDonna Sitterle, Mary Lou
Mertz, Jean Van Horn, Joan Allsup, Ardia Westman, Mary Lou
Mauerhan, Georgia Anderson, Rae
Ankey, Elizabeth McClain.
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By PAT SCHWEITZER
The longest 25 miles in history
are from Bowling Green to Findlay—that is, going—coming back
isn't so bad. That trusty state
car creeps along at about 10 miles
per, especially when the cast
leaves at 3:30 for a 4:16 show.
Yes, I'm talking about radio
broadcasts, those little programs
that "Simon Legree" Palmer and
we stooges cook up every now and
then.
Of course, after one has devoted one long, hard semester to
"Uptown" and 'Great One," the
reactions aren't quite the same as
the ones which I am preparing to
put down on paper. Of course,
we won't mention the fact that
very few people to manage to
live through one semester of this
stuff. The whole thing starts off
with not being able to find anyone to type a radio script, so you
ait up all night doing it yourself
(the reward is typing paper, by
the way). Rehearsals ensue when
two of the cast dash in, announce
they have dates in 15 minutes,
and dash out; after they have
left, the others appear and spend
a few pleasant moments practising bird calls and Negro accents,
until someone suggests the Nest,

and that is that for rehearsals.
Then, comes the broadcast day.
The trip over usually drags along
uneventfully, that is unless Carl
"Amos' Bartch lets go with any
stray cigarette butts which usually land in Ned "Smoothie Boy"
Freeman's hair.
At the studio.
B. G. just sort uf takes over in
its own inimitable way.—at least,
they let us think we do.
Tho
cast usually arrives just by the
sk>n of those proverbial teeth, and
the mad dash is on with turntables to be set up and music to
be picked out in 35 seconds flat.
The last three minutes are the
worst; everyone stares at the red
light, and the monster microphone
keeps getting bigger and blacker
every minute.
At last! 4:15, and we are on
the air. (The next paragraph was
appropriately censored, so we'll
go on to 4:30.)
By this time, everybody feels
pretty pleased with the whole
thing, and it is decided that the
only mistakes in the whole thing
were the ones made by that dumb
guy in the control room. Then
it's the flying trip back to B. G.
and supper, and then conies the
big disappointment—nobody even
heard you say those three lines!
Oh well, maybe Mr. Palmer did.

Seven Sisters Retain Russell
Scholarship Cup With 3.058

the Recreation Hall.
The Sevens also held the cup
last semester. Their point average this semester was 3.058. The
other averages ran as follows:
Las Amigas, 2.918; Three Kay,
2.838; Five Sister, 2.816; Clovia,
2.813; Skol, 2.748; Phratra, 2.626,
and Alpha Phi Epsilon, 2.416.
A new sorority, Alpha Phi Epsilon, also was presented.
Lee
Mallas is president of the sorority
Dr. Gay W. Allen, associate and Mrs. Budd Cox and Mrs. Paul
professor of English, will become W. Jones are the sponsors.
a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
April 6, at the annual dinner
meeting of the Duke University
chapter of national honorary
scholarship fraternity.
He is one of three Duke alumni
recently elected to membership.
The radio presentations for the
The others are R. P. Harriss, as- remainder of this week will be
sociate editor of the Baltimore given in the following order:
Sun, and William Lander, manThis afternoon, a play entitled
ager of the United Press Bureau "Silver Coronet" will be presentat Rio de Janeiro.
ed.
Dr. Allen plans to attend the
Thursday, a dramatic show
Dr. John Paul Kennedy will initiation at Durham, N. C, where under the direction of Patricia
the principal speaker will be Miss Schweitzer is scheduled.
present a piano recital in the Marjorie Nicholson, professor of
Marjorie Fitkin is in charge of
Practical ArU Auditorium this English at Columbia University a musical show which is to be
and national president of Phi Beta presented on Friday.
Kappa.
All of these programs are
evening at 8:30.
broadcast over station WFIN,
Findlay, and may be heard at
4:15 p. m., daily.
The Seven Sister sorority was
awarded the Esther Russell scholarship cup by Marie Decker, president of the Inter-Sorority Council,
Wednesday at a tea dance held in

Allen Receives Bid
To Phi Beta Kappa

"SUver Coronet"
On Radio Today

What They Are Saying...

BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"Today it seems to me
that too many people are kidding themselves."
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"The orchid of the week goes
to Francis Ruth and to his Key staff for sponsoring the first
genuine beauty contest."
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"You Maid, Me Love
You."
EDITORIAL COMMENT—"The cause of the Inter-Fratemity
Council Name Band Dance Is supported."

In Today's News...
Inter-Fratemlty dance, featuring Bunny Berigan, carded
for Saturday night.
Men's Glee Club and Treble Clef leaves on tours Sunday.
John Jacob Niles will appear here next week.
Key beauty contest winners will be elected today.
Spring football practice gets underway.
Inter-class track meet will be held Thursday.
All-Campus Formal in Rec Hall, Friday night.

Demand For Defense
Training Is Increasing
An increasing demand for
training in defense areas was reported today by Prof. E. C. Powell of the industrial arts department.
He supervises a recently organized machinist's class of 14 men
who are more than 40 years old.
The men are receiving training
for a 300-hour period.
DeSandro, Ex-Student,
Stationed In Georgia
Lieut. Louis J. DeSandro, former student, is instructing British flying cadeU at Cochran Field,
Macon, Ga.

3 Different Performances
Will Be Open To
Students
John Jacob Niles, tenor
singer of American folk
songs, will be on campus for
three days starting Monday,
it was announced by Prof.
John Schwarz, chairman of
the University entertainment
committee.
The scheduled
lectures will be free for all students and faculty members.
John Jacob Niles is a nativeborn Kentuckian, having lived
worked and researched most
of his life in communities where
traditional American balladry is
sung.
His programs have been
accepted both here and abroad as
a definite part of American musical tradition. His programs are
made up exclusively of the songs
he has recorded and arranged himself, and his entire presentation
cannot be duplicated, for he sings
the folk music of the southern
Appalachians as a true folk-singer. He sings as the people who
taught him these songs sing . . .
for the simple reason that he is
one of them, by birth and tradition and training.
Mr. Niles began recording folkmusic at the age of 15 at Negro
revivals and many of these songs
which he recorded are included in
his programs today.
He has studied music in France
and at the Conservatory of Music
in Cincinnati. During these years
he was also associated with the
Cincinnati Opera Company.
In the last seven years, Mr.
Niles has given concerts all over
the world, and is recognized as
one of the outstanding interpreters of this traditional music. He
has appeared several times at the
White House.
Mr. Niles will be presented at
4 p. m. in the Practical Arts Auditorium, Monday and Tuesday,
and at 10 a. m. Wednesday in the
Auditorium.
Three Kay Pledge List
Omitted In Last Issue

Glee Club, Treble Clef
Leave On Tours Sunday
Annual Concert
Friday Evening
Precedes Jaunt

Conductor

Women Singers
To Give Concerts
In Two States

All-Campus Formal Dance
In Rec Hall To Follow
Program

43-Member Aggregation
To Present Varied
Song Program

The eighth annual concert
of the University Men's Glee
Club will be presented in the
Auditorium Friday at 8 p. m.
This concert will be followed by the annual Glee
Club-Treble Clef all-campus
formal which will be held in
the Rec Hall.
The club will leave as scheduled Sunday on a tour which will
take them through southern Ohio,
Indiana and to Chicago.
They will return March 26.
The program for their performance Friday evening is as follows:

Treble Clef, the University's women's vocal group,
will leave by bus Sunday on
its fourth annual spring
tour.
The women will sing in
Ohio and Pennsylvania, according to Martha Jordan,
Treble Clef business manager.
Dr. James Paul Kennedy, conductor, will be assisted by two
student directors. Ruth Phillips
and Phyllis Portmann. Both women are seniors majoring in music.
The 4,1-mcmber chorus will sing
a variety of selections — sacred
numbers, early English secular
songs, modern art compositions,
and miscellaneous numbers.
In previous tours Treble Clef
has presented concerts in Indiana,
Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Pennsylvania, New York, and New
Jersey.
First sopranos — Jane Arthur,
Bonita Bichan, Joan Brown, Joan
Coulon, lone Geisel, Eleanor Hogan, Betty Loveland, Mary Mick,
Jane Newman, Joan Norsworthy,
Ruth Phillips, Patricia Pratt, Alberta Riley, Cecelia Rohrs, Mary
Klopenstcin.
Second sopranos — Margery
Amos, Georgia Anderson, Ardeth
Baumann, Marjorie Bussdicker,
Martha Jordan, Martha Lown,
Elizabeth McClain, Barbara McKinnon, Phyllis Portmann, Mary
Alice Riehm, Betty Segrist, Georgiana Swish e-r, Betty Weaver,
Martha Deweese.
First altos—Janet Adams, Marianne Bell, Nancy Hutchinson.
Mary Helen Jnynes, Barbara Lanker, Erma Longshore, Hilda Mehring.
Second altos—Kathryn Bildcrback, Betty Chamberlain, Virginia
Dalton, E I m e d a Fleddcrjohann,
Ileta Krieger, Carol McCartney,
Norma Stein.

Sacred Songs
Souls of the Righteous Noble
Into the Woods by Master
Went
Ncvin
Beautiful Savior
12th Century Melody
Varsity Quartet
Secular Songs
Song of the Marching Men
Protherae
Lullaby
_
Brahms
Song of the Flea .
Maussorgsky
Accordian solo
Robert Berardi
Songs of American Composers
Battle Hym
Card
Susan Is Her Name, 0
_ Sanderson
Sophomoric Philosophy
_... Dvorak
Musical Trust
Clokey
A Spirit Flower
_
Campbell-Tipton
Marionette show....
„
Bruce Siegenthalcr
Folk Songs
Wake Thee, Now, Dearest
... Czecho-Slovak
Annie Laurie
Scotch
Cindy .
Kentucky mountain
Po' ol' Laz'rus
Negro Work Song

The Three Kay sorority pledges
were unintentionally omitted from
'.he list of sorority pledges.
They are: Dorothy Albright,
Dorothy Bishop, Ellen Canfield,
Theresa Cosentino, Mary Jo Davie, Doris Dean, Merridelle DeBy LOIS MAYFIELD
Pue, Charlotte Felsted, Erma
Quantities of superlatives, refHartman, Juanita Hile, Virginia
Hill, Norma Jean Myers, Dorothy erences to orchids, breathless
Orndorf, Joan Smith, Pauline gasps of "a great success," and
Smith, Margaret Vesey, Jane Wil- sentences about spellbound audikinson, and Wilma Ziss.
ences are the trite, but sincerely
meant, phrases which must be apFred Waring Responds
plied to the University Players'
To Demand For BG Song production of "Double Door."
Wednesday, Thursday, and FriFred Waring and his Pennsylvanians will compose and broad- day nights, audiences witnesses
cast a song for the University, the one of the most polished, forceful
popular band leader informed Uni- productions that the players have
ever turned out.. It is hard to esversity officials today.
"We have so many prior re- timate how much credit is due to
quests for writing original col- Director Elden T. Smith, but it is
lege songs that we are scheduled this writer's guess that most of
up through June," Mr. Waring the play's perfection and all of
its success were due to his direcwrote.
"However, we will be glad to tion, faultless casting, and interadd your school to our list and, esting blocking.
As a piece of literature, "Doushould an opportunity arise, we
ble Door" is quite mediocre. The
will do our best."
Several hundred students, fac- melodramatic, over-drawn characulty members, and alumni recent- ters plead to be made ludicrous
by every senior class of every
ly signed a request for a song.

DR. J. P. KENNEDY

Raid Siren Alarm
Slated For Monday
The campus and the city of
Bowling Green will have an air
raid siren drill Monday, according to Miss Margaret Purdy, executive director of the civilian
defense program in Bowling
Green.
Fred Marsh, freshman coach
and intramural director, is chief
air raid warden for Bowling Green
and Miss Olive Cummings, secretary of the College of Education
and Bureau of Appointments, is
a member of the committee contacting clubs and organizations
for volunteer workers in the
emergency.
The purpose of the drill is to
find out the effectiveness of the
siren as a means of sounding an
air raid alarm.
"Our work has two phases, protection and participation.," Miss
Purdy said. "We want to be prepared for any kind of disaster."

Echelberger And Rohrs Star As "Door"
Is Hailed As Superlative Production
high school in the U. S. The play, dread in her hypnotized attitude
as written, is about 20 minutes toward Victoria. Cecelia Rohrs,
too long. That Mr. Smith's cast besides being a very capable accould have made such material tress, has that indefinable and
into the subtle and restrained rare quality of individuality that
horror that was the production is is quite a find in an amateur.
nothing short of wonderful.
What this University needs is
The acting of Joe Lee Echel- more plays starring Cecelia Rohrs.
berger and Cecelia Rohrs was the
Eulalah Moellman, Don Mason,
best of a group of good charac- and Ralph Thomas played their
terizations. Jo Lee Echelberger parts capable and expertly. Thomfrightened the entire audience as, in particular, is a welcome adand reduced a group of children dition to a group that could use
in the front row to audible hys- a few more good male actors.
teria in her playing of the incredSupporting roles which were
ibly inhuman Victoria Van Bret. handled with varying degrees of
Facial expression, carriage, tones success were played by Georgia
of voice, mannerisms, and the Anderson, Gene Dean, Joan Norchanges which took place in the"| sworthy, Ed Lautner, Waldo Egcharacter when she was defeated, bert, Marshall Folts, and Harry
all exhibited masterful skill and Younker.
control on the part of Miss EchelBecause of the architectural
berger.
feature of the double door, the
Cecelia Rohrs was a powerful play depended for much of its efcontrast to Miss Echelberger in fectiveness on the set Credit for
the role of the pathetic, down- a successful and attractive set
trodden, terrified sister. She con- goes to Miss Lucille Wilkinson,
tributed a unique atmosphere of Mr. Smith, and Phil Miles.
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Support The I-F Council Dance
As A University Prestige Builder
Several plans have been suggested,
and more than a few of these have been
successfully executed in an endeavor to
bring Bowling Green State University
favorable and constructive prestige.
Such drives that have been sponsored
by the Student Council have advocated
that campusites expound on the advantages of the University to prospective
students at every opportunity so that
with the growing enrollment there will be op„
„
portunity for an expandDance Goers ^ progTam from which
To Support
we will all benefit.
University
rtestige

wjth

thought

^
in

under|yinK

mind,

men-

tion is made of the Inter - Fraternity Council
Name Band Dance featuring Bunny
Berigan and his band. This all-campus
sport dance is truly a project that can
be classed as a prestige builder. Pub-

"Door" Audience Failed
To Consider Play Cast
Not since unappreciated raucous
laughter and juvenile giggling of a
"Rube-like" audience ruined the University Theater production of "Bury
the Dead" has there been such behavior as that of the Wednesday night audience at "Double Door."
"Double Door" was a great play and
it was well done by the University
Players.
However, in the case of any
play such as this one, a
large share of the effort
Audience

is produced by the cast

Fails To
r-:... r„«t
Give Cast

while the rest is furnished by the reception
y
At
rf
the audience

A ( nance

times the audience was

not forthcoming with
this cooperation, in fact,
they were not even fuir with the actors.
The personnel worked five weeks in
preparing the lines, the stage, and the
presentation of "Double Door."
This
intensive work was cast into jeopardy
Wednesday night by unthinking persons when they blurted out with socalled wise cracks and unwarranted remarks.
It is impossible to ascertain whether
the offenders were University students
or not, but if they were it would be
best that they confine their assinine
conduct to the University barn where
it would not be out of environment.
Thinking persons have consideration
for the endeavors and feelings of others.
Why can't audiences show a bit
of this consideration?—R.D.

licity concerning the event will reveal
to future college goers that this Uni- To keep our ships on even keel,
versity boasts a well-trounded social Takes tons and tons of corset
steel.
program, a prerequisite of a complete
The dye is cast, their fate is writcurriculum.
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ten,

Student
support
is
necessary
to The ladies, now, must bulge for
Britain!
make this dance a success.
Lack of
such support can cause the failure of
Did 70a hear about
the dance and thereby jeopardize a
tka n«w Indian Lore Call? "You
prestige-building institution.

« >

Maid, M«

LOT*

H3

A. B. (HAPPY;

By DAVE KROFT

Yea."

Get behind this project and push,
c >
Nobody laughed when I stepped
buy your tickets now and aid your University as well as insure yourself of a up to the piano. The installment
man had taken it away.
good time Saturday night.—R.D.

« »

Pilfering Must Stop!!
Respect Public Property
The continual disappearance of posters, pictures and signs from the Well
has brought forth a situation considerable worthy of editorial comment.
Numerous
posters
and
announcements have been pilfered even before
they begin to fulfill their desired purpose. It would seem then, that the student body that would profit from the
information in the announcements is
being made to suffer because of the anti-social
, , n ,
attitude of a few.
Ad Posters
Disappear
From Well
_,
.
,
Regularly

This along with a lot
of

P**^ fiB?*, that
seems inevitable, is one
of the few discouraging

things about the Bowling Green campus. The
latter item where personal property is
concerned is quite easily solved since it
is an individual case.
In most cases it
is thoughtlessness on the part of the
victim.
A student leaves some property somewhere on the campus, returns
for it several hours or a day later to
find that it has disappeared.
Situations of this sort are found everywhere
man is in contact with man, and the
only way to combat it is for you to
look after your property.
But in the case of items missing
from a public bulleting board the situation is not so easily solved, since clearing the bulletin board would only deprive a great number of people of valuable information.
Any amount of good breeding will
make a student keep his hands off
property that appears on public bulletin boards.
This, however, does not
cut any ice because property is missing
and will continue to be taken if the
student body in general is not impressed with the fact that public property is public property.—R.D.

By STEPHEN STAVRIDES
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Campus Camera

Mourning
Male

United States Troops In Ireland
Keep Vital Shipping Lanes Open
News that is causing much comment and
speculation today is that concerning American troops in North Ireland. Discnrding the
possibility of nn invasion of France us being
too remote, it is quite possible that this
movement chiefly concerns Ireland,
A map of Ireland immediately shows the
commanding position that it occupies along
the vital shipping routes carrying supplies
to England from Canada and the United
States. In 1917, Vice-Admiral William Sims
won the British admiralty over to a convoy
system between U. S. ports and bases in Ireland. At that time Germany was sinking a
million tons of shipping each month. With
the system in operation, shipping losses fell
off 90 per cent.
Ireland in World War II presents a different situation. Its bases arc not available
because of Eire's so-called neutrality.
But
it stands in greater danger of invasion now
than it did in the first World War. It must
be remembered that Ireland is as close to
German bases as Crete is to Greece and is
much closer than Norway is to Germany.
Eire's army numbers 8,000 regulars and
5,000 reserves, less than the total number of
Irishmen on New York City's police force.
It has about six torpedo boats for a navy
and her airforce ia nil. Against these defenses it is entirely possible that Hitler can
combine the use of the glider (he did a
grand job in Crete) and the ideal terrain of
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Inland to force a successful invasion at the
back doorstep of England.
The government of Ireland might even
welcome an invasion.
It is a dictatorship
styled on the fascist principle and Eamon de
Valera is no better than Franco or Mussolini. Historical conflict has raged for ccnutries and it is very natural that everytime
Great Britain is at war with a foreign power,
Ireland harps on her past grievances.
In view of these facts it seems quite possible that American troops are "neighbors"
of Ireland for two simple reasons; in the
first place, to keep a watch for a surprise
invasion by Hitler at the "Achilles Heel" of
England, thus allowing British troops to be
stationed at more advantageous positions.
Secondly, to forecast a possiblo entrance
of American troops into Eire in order to
seize some important bases such as Galway
and Sligo, thus creating a new convoy systhem between the United States and Ireland.
It might also help smooth things over if
American, rather than British troops do the
dirty work.
This may seem cruel and may sound bitter to the Irish people but we must remember that we have a war to win against a
person who stops at nothing; a person who
has had no respect far the territorial integrity of many other smaller nations.
It's
about time we started beating him to the
punch.
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And, in pasting, did
you hoar about the wife who shot
her husband with a bow and arrow because the didn't want to
wake the children.
€ >
Girls, when they went out to
swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard;
Now they have a bolder whim.
They dress more like her cupboard.
c >
"Did you mil* your
train, sir?"
"No, I didn't like its looks, so
1 chased it out of the station."
c »
"What kind of a girl is Peg- !
"Well, she
was naive."

thinks

Don

Juan

♦130.000
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A Digest of the Week's News

€ >

She ail on the step,
Last week the Japanese army
at eventide
gained footholds in Amboins and
Enjoying the balmy air.
Timor, two Pacific islands scarceHe came and asked, "May I sit ly 600 and 300 miles, respectiveby your side?"
ly, from the Australian mainland.
And sbe gave him a vacant stair. The bulk of Australia's popula« >
tion is concentrated in southern
A bargain is a good buy. A provinces, mainly Sydney and
good bye is a farewell. A farewell Melbourne. Southward from Daris to part. To part ia to leave. win stretches endless miles of
My date left me without a good- desert, which is a natural barrier
bye. She was no bargain anyway. against invasion. However,
it
< >
must remembered that should Ja"I want a pound of pan gain any sort of foothold on
kidleys."
the mainland of Australia, it
"You mean kidneys, don't would greatly endanger the conyeu?"
tinent, regardless of natural bar"I said kidleys diddle I?"
riers.
c »
Now for a glance at Australia'*
A college man's dream girl is manpower. Australia ha* a horn*
one who doesn't "no" too much.
dcfenae army that include* 200,000 man pin* 50,000 more in the
homo guard.
There are 20,000
man in the navy and 60,000 men
in the air force. Already aome
By JO TRUE
17,000 Australian* ar. aerving

One At A Time

Once in a great, great while on
every campus, you meet someone
who's interested, not in having a
good time, nor in bettering himself,
nor in getting good grades, but in
doing things to aid in the progress
of his alma mater. And we think
that man is John Bronson.
Johnny has great ideas for
BGSU. First, he'd like to see the
fraternities and
sororities go national. And this
is no idle wish!
All year he's
been working
with Dr. F. J.
Prout and Registrar John Bunn
— meeting outof-town fraternity men, corresponding with
them, and going
through the endless formalities,
in an attempt to get the movement started. As president of the
Delhi group, he naturally thinks
that they will be the first to go
national. In relation to fraternities, he would also like to see some
new ones created—at least five.
John is greatly interested in debate. Last year at the state tournament he was a member of a
team that was undefeated, and
two years ago at Knoxville, Tcnn.,
they lost only one debate. He is
the proud possessor of a cup and
plaque won at the state meet.
John is president of Pi Kappa
Delta, the national forensic fraternity.
And then there's the Social
Committee, which is no small job.
Last summer John was the first
student ever to be put in complete
charge of the social program. He
did a mighty fine job of it, too—
with Saturday night informal parties, picnics, bridge tournaments,
and the like. He enjoys cooperating with Dean Audrey Kenyon
Wilder in this capacity and thinks
she's a fine dean of women.
Another of John's ideas is to
install a point system for student
participation in extra-curricular
activities. He thinks the students
are good joiners but do not help
develop the organisations to which
they participate. With this new
system they would get a certain
number of points for each activity
and would only be allowed a total
of, say 60. This would eliminate
the present wholesale participation
in which the students now indulge.
His major is biology and physical science.
He intends getting
his master's degree after graduation.
Johnny's love life is concentrated on Betty Loveland and receiving the Commoners' valentine.

However, owing to the distances, and the failure of the Allied
Nations to standardise their weapons, it is up to the United States
to defend Australia while the Chinese and British join forces to

defend Burma and India.
Now that Java and Rangoon
have fallen to Japan, the oil problem haa become one of the major
obatacle* confronting the United
Nation*.
India'* oil must come
from Iran rather than Burma, and
Australia *nu*t depend upon her
aupply from Peru and Iran. It
will probably take the Japanese
•ix to eight month* to repair the
"acorched" oilfielda of Java. In
the meantime, their nearest refineries are ia Japan. Therefore,
submarine attacks on Japanese oil
tankers would greatly benefit the
Allied cause and at the same time
weaken Japan considerably.
Last week Sir Stafford Cripps,
the new lord privy seal and leader of the House of Commons, left
for India to bring about better
Indo-British relations and offer
the Indians a voice in the affairs
of the British government.
Lieut. Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell,
former United Stales military attache at Pelping, wa* appointed
chief of staff in the Chineae war
program under Gen. Chiang Kaishek laat week, while Chineae
troop* poured into Burma.

nott much
By HUGH NOTT
At last the Bee Gee News has a Letter
to the Editor from a faculty member . . .
and a darn good letter, at that ... of course,
the letter hardly warrants Dr. F. C. Ogg's
inclusion in the Shreve-Locksealius feud, because it just isn't a nasty letter ... however, Sealock still says "All I know is what
I read in the University catalogue" . . . and
then there's another letter from an anonymous trackman which we can't print because
the contributor neglected to sign his
name . . . that's a
shame, too, because
the letter was perfectly justified and is an
excellent example of
the kind of constructive criticism we appreciate . . . incidentally, did you know
that the real reason
for the "No Smoking"
ultimatum was the
fact that the University cannot insure its
buildings, with the exception of the Nest?

ON THE COLLEGE CUFF
Georgia Wiesler doesn't need to worry
about the silk shortage as long as she has
birthdays ... or at least as long as Dwight
Cross gives with the stockings, and the Bills,
Harrington and Fisher, pass out sets of
glamorous black wispy stuff ... we like the
little ditty that Bertsch, Gorbey, Griasetti,
Malone, and Pollock sing about "The Boys
in 224" . . . the song title is also the name
of their little organisation which also includes as honorary members, Stan Yoder,
Eddie Wellner, and Danny Glenn ... go
ahead, Gabriel, sound off ... at last we've
seen everything, thanks to Jo Echelberger,
who gave us the first really convincing characterization we've ever seen on the University stage . . . we'd like to say something
awfully nice about Miss Echelberger's performance, but there simply isn't enough room
in one column ... so we'll just say "Thanks,
Jo, it was swell."

ORCHID OF THE WEEK
To Francis Ruth and his Key staff ... for
sponsoring the first genuine Key beauty contest . . . too many times in the past. Homecoming or May Queen have been selected by
fraternity and sorority coalition pressure, or
by extensive and costly campaigning . . .
the idea of this selection is not to pick out
the outstanding campus personality, not to
pick out the most popular girl, not to pick
out the activities merchant, but to select the
most beautiful girl.

mere musings
By BOB SEALOCK

This week let's take two old sayings and
put them together and see what we have.
The first is "honesty is the best policy"
and the second is "charity begins at home."
privilege.
Now paraphrasing these two we have "honThird, books of special current esty begins at home." Not only honesty to
interest are placed on the display others, which means telling lies, but honesty
case near the main desk. There
to yourself.
they may be examined as much as
Today it seems to me that too many
one pleases and borrowed for the
usual period, if desired.
people are kidding themselves. If there was
Fourth, not all freshmen, but
ever a time that peoonly those in elementary educaple built themselves
tion take "How to Use the Liup it is now. An old
brary"; true, they all should but
familiar 1 i n e is that
we do not have adequate staff.
"I could do this or
In any event, any person who
that if it wasn't for
knows the alphabet and can rethe army." However,
member the author, subject, or
isn't it just a conveni(Continued on page 3)
ent blind to hide one's
inabilities behind?
As long as we are
dealing in old sayings
there is also the one
that reads "where
there is a will, there's a way." Now this
last saying rather shatters the story of the
Muaic Lovers . . . There will be habitual "I might have done it if—" man.
a concert of recorded symphonic For it is not the "times" but the person thst
music in Studio A of the Practical can find opportunities. And these opportuArts Building at 7:30 p.m. Thurs- nities are just as numerous today as they
day. The program will include:
"Fugue in C" by Bach; "Sym- ever were. Perhaps the real trouble is that
phony No. 7 in A Major" by people have not adapted themselves to the
Beethoven; and "Concerto No. 1 situation at hand.

Letters To The Editor..
Facts About Fiction
To the Editor:
In the issue oi.March 11, one
"Bob" Sealock discharges his duty
of using a half column of otherwise serviceable newsprint by
commenting on the Library.
I
am glad to sec that so much interest is being taken in this important division of the University
and appreciate any help which
may be offered which will increase
the efficiency and augment the
service. In past years the Library
has been a frequent object of
criticism and there are still matters subject to improvement.
However, instead of carefully
investigating conditions and promoting publicity which would be
instrumental in correcting established abuses,, he (our budding
Winchell) chooses to set down
several words, conveying criticism
of conditions which are either beyond our control or which do not
exist.
First, the "capacity" of the
stocks is not exactly 60,000. The
acutal holdings of the Library
now exceed 61,000 books and
bound volumes of periodicals and
over 35,000 government documents.
Second, the architect who designed the present Library building, forever prevented its operation on the open stack principle.
The stacks are too close together,
making the passages too narrow
for such use. Furthermore there
is only one narrow stairway between levels and a small elevator.
These two means of access to the
stacks are entirely inadequate for
heavy traffic. Extra shelves have
been installed recently which further constrict the passage ways.
Again, the students who were
granted the stack privilege did not
use it; only a half dosen of the
stack permits were presented daring the first semester and only
about the some number of renewals for the present semester have
been requested. And again, no
student with a good reason for
his request has been denied access to the stacks this year. Dean's
List or no. This seems to dispose
of the allegation that a majority
of the students desire the stack

Announcements
For The Week

in G Minor (piano)" by Mendelssohn.
Quill Typera . . . There will be
a meeting of the Quill Type in
Room 208 of the Practical Arts
Building at 7 p.m. tonight. Please
note change of meeting place.
Y. Oide Aclora Guild. ... The
Masque and Mantle will meet at
6:30 tonight in the Nest
Intramural Staff . . . There Will
be a meeting of the Intramural
Staff at 4 p.m. Thursday in room
300 in the Men's gym.
Kappa Delta PI . . . There wUl
be a meeting of Kappa Delta Pi
tonight at 8:16 in 200A.
Paul
Becher will give a report on his
recent trip to the National Convention of Kappa Delta PI at San
Francisco, and Florence Shreve
will present a review of an article
in the Educational Forum. Election of new members will take
place.
Newman Club . . . There will be
a social meeting of Newman Club
Thursday at 8 at the Nest. Be
prompt
Be. Ceo New. . . . Staff pictures tonight at 7. Be prompt

All this might very easily come under the
head of wishful thinking, which it undoubtedly is. However, this is not an age particularly well adapted to dreamers and rationalizers. We are not concerned any more with
what might have been. There are more important things than living in the past. And
I can name one and that ia living in the
present
Being honest with one's self is not always
easy. It is not so nice to feel yourself sinking into a rut and knowing that you can't
get out However, if one tries, to get out
when he first gets in it is easier than if he
wears the rut deeper by running in it continuously.
We could expect very little out of the future. Even less than you in your own pessimistic way see. There would be no hope at
all but as it is there is at least that left Tea,
I believe that honesty does begin at home
and that it is time for all of us to quit kidding ourselves and get down to business.
For regardless of what our outlook may be
there is not much we can do about it but
accept It and make the best of it and all the
camouflage in the world will not change it
one bit
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Spring Athletic Program
Listed By I-M Department
"A Sport For Every Man And Every Man In A Sport"
Is Aim Of The Staff At Big Program GeU Under
Way With Tennis And Hand Ball Tourneys
By FRANK ALEXANDER
Anyone interested in tennis, handball, horseback riding,
softball, chess, and horseshoes? Sign up at the intramural
office immediately. These are some of the 15 sports which
will be sponsored by the department as part of one of the
largest spring intramural programs in history.
The first event to take the sportlight is the annual in~*tramural class track and field
meet to be held tomorrow afternoon at 4 p. m.
The tennis and handball tournaments are the next in line. Entries for these close March 25
and competition begins March 26.
There will be singles and doubles
tournaments in each of the sports.
By BETTY TOY
Individual medals will be given to
the winners. The volleyball tourTk» Dane* Club »nd ths Dane* nament final play-off will be held
Composition Class will demonstrate tonight as the victors in the prein two evenings the techniques of liminaries meet.
Softball, always tops in spring
form and composition study of the
modern dance. The first presenta- sports, will begin right after
tion will be Monday evening- at 8 Easter vacation. Deadline for enin the Woman's Building and the tries is March 27. Individual
second will be on the following medals will be awarded to memMonday. The two performances bers of the winning independent
are open to the public. These pro- teams and trophies will go to the
grams are designed to give an un- fraternity league winners. Regderstanding of the fundamental ular amateur softball rules will
be used and the intramural detools of dance composition.
partment will furnish officials as
la tl.i. day of strife, it ii the in the other sports.
duty of every girl to help the deSoon to start is the Bait and
fense program as much as she can. Fly Casting Club directed by Dr.
One of the aspects that has been W. H. Brown. The main aim of
overlooked somewhat on this cam- this club will be to give members
pus is the physical development the opportunity to learn proper
program as outlined by the P. E. care and use of fishing tackle and
department. The gym is open to to acquire skill in handling bait
all girls from 4-6 on week days and fly casting equipment. Trainand 9-12 and 1-4 on Saturdays. ing will be given in tournament
Equipment is furnished free and procedure and the casters will
there are instructors to teach the participate in regular tournament
propet techniques of the various games. Some tackle will be fursports offered. This is an oppor- nished but any who can are urged
tunity that cannot be wasted so be to bring their own equipment. An
sure and take advantage of it.
ordinary rod and reel may be
used but a nine-pound tournament
la the badminton league of Mon- line and a 6/8 plug are desired.
day - Wednesday, the Bair - Rhodes
Bait and fly casting clubs have
team is on top with MacDonald and gained much popularity in the
Malloy a close second. In the Tues- past few years. Dr. Brown has
day-Thursday league, Riplcy and been a member of the Toledo club
Snyder team are the undefeated for three years. He announced
champs with the McClean-Hendrik- that some of the members will
son combine threatening to take have the chance to go to the Tothe crown.
ledo club with him to enter some
of their games. The tournament
The Piag Pong Club meett er.ry competition and practice is of
Monday at 6:30 in the Woman's much value in actual fishing.
Building. The organisation will
Other sports which will be in
soon sponsor a tournament.
full swing by the middle of April
include badminton, shuffleboard,
Spring teaaon la just around lb* checkers, table tennis, and archcorner!
Be sure to bring back ery.
your baseball mitts and tennis
rackets after vacation. Some of
the sports to be offered will be
tennis, baseball, kitten ball, archFOR SALE: Sport Coat,
ery, golf, and hiking. A mixed 37. Like new, $5.00. See Bud
golf club and a mixed tennis club
Richard, 471 S. Church.
will be formed this spring.
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Coed Gives The Inside Dope
On Pitching- -A Bowling Ball
By BETTY TOY
The fir.-, ar« foinf to pitch!!
My foodneti, what is this
youRfor fsnaratioa. coming to?
However, this word is not used
synoBomoMsly with the tame
phrase preferred by aorne t-tudent- but to the rolling of that
little, cWfoasoM.. (7) ball down,
those narrow, ■look bowling alUya.
If yon pitch the ball too
hard, yon loft. If you loft too
often you got picked out. So
tho Idea ii to tako It easy on
the pitching so tho ball will roll
.moothly instead of bouncing.
But if you don't pitch hard
enoufh, the ball tlitbors off
into the gutter.*
Now the butters, which run
parallel to the alley-, are Interesting placos. Not became of
their sine, but bocanio of tho
comment they cause. WhenOTer the ball glidei off into

theae dreaded fidelities, a chorus of groaas are heard by all
present.
But when tho little
brave pins go scuttling before
the onslaught of the dashing
ball, a resounding cheer it
echood throughout the building
which would mako even old
King Tut turn over in his gravs.
The abject or target of the
ball is a set of ten defenseless
pint which calmly squat at the
far end of the alley. Although
the pint have a mocking look
on their face, especially whon
for all your might you are unable to hit them, you can't help
feeling sorry whan thoy go flying before tha shattoring contact of the ball.
After the pins aro in position
again the score u marked down
for posterity and tho procedure
is repeated. This taga of tho
girls and their pitching will bo
continued next week.

CPT Trainee* Get Firit Accounting Majors Get
Chance At Dual Controls
Calculator Instruction
Ten students enrolled in civilian
pilot training have had their first
flights with dual control. Maj.
John K. Raney said today.
He was advised that the University is the third in the state to
reach this stage in the program.
About two dozen colleges offer
the training.
Bowling Green students arc flying at the Findlay Airport until
the university field is ready.

Allen To Participate In
Columbus Forum April 1
A symposium on semantics—the
study of the meanings of words
as conveyed by connotations as
well as denotations—is being arranged for the English section of
the Ohio College Association by
Dr. Gay W. Allen, associate professor of English.
Dr. Allen and two other men
will participate in a forum on
"The Value of Semantics for
Teachers of English" at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel in Columbus
April 1.

Ogg Postscript

Business administration
students, majoring in accounting and
statistics at Bowling Green State
Universit, are learning to set up
and operate mechanical business
machine under a plan evolved by
Prof. Lewis F. Manhart.
books, as he has against him unpaid fines, as of March 11, 1942,
of |1.20 for keeping certain books
overtime.
One of these, borrowed twice,
is entitled "Conquest of Happiness" by Bertrand, Earl Russell.
If Mr. "Bob" Sealock is a disciple
of Russell he really ought to be
able to appreciate the passage of
two weeks' time, as Russell is one
of the greatest mathematicians
and interpreters of Einstein alive.
It may be, however, that Sealock
has neglected the sound scientific
work for which Russell will be remembered and reads only the sensational trivia for which he got in
trouble.
There are plenty of things
wrong with the Library as I have
known for over 10 years and as
I am realizing more acutely every
day, but they are not the things
that were alleged in this article.
F. C. OGG,
Chairman of the Library Committee and Acting Librarian.

(Continued from page 2)
title (any one of the three) can
obtain any book in the Library.
A language course in military
Fifth, the writer must have German is offered military stuseen something besides the de- dents at Louisiana State Univertached jackets of at least five sity for the first time this year.
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Footballers
Falcon Cindermen Prep
Open Spring
For Spring Track Meets
Drill Inside
Co-Captain Stan Yoder,
Awaiting Induction,
Is Missing
Seventeen candidates answered Coach Bob Whittaker's first call for spring football practice March 9, when
the Falcon mentor sent his
prospects through light workouts in the Men's Gym.
Missing from the group

Whittaker Sends Sophomore-Dominated Squad
Through Indoor Practice Meet With
McConnel Athletic Club

By JAMES SULLIVAN
Coach Bob Whittaker and his Falcon fleet footers
dropped their first meet of the 1942 season on March 7 as
the trackmen of McConnel A. C. topped them by a
score of 51-49 in a meet held in the local gym. The Brown
and Orange, composed of virtually all sophomores, proved
themselves highly competent to hold their own, as far as

attaining and maintaining a win-<
mug spirit is concerned, as each trek to Kent. On May 15 and IS
und every event finished with a the Ohio Conference meet will be
close and hair-raising finish.
held at Oberlin and the schedule
All together the Falcons man- is completed on May 30 when the
aged to cop first places in five Brown anil Orange compete in the
events. These were attained as Big Four meet.
Yaple vaulted to a height of 11
feet 10 inches to cop first place ♦—
in the pole vault event; as RegInterclass Track
nier ran the 220-yard dash in 24.8;
Feud Scheduled
as McDonnal ran the mile run in
On I-M Calendar
4:34.2; as Critz put the shot 40
feet, nine and three-fourth inches
and the seven lap relay combinaCampus flcctfoots will have their
tion trcked the oval in the low chance to show their talents totime of 8:26.1.
morrow afternoon at 4 when the
Two home meets remain on the annual inter-class track meet will
local indoor track schedule. On begin. This meet is open to all
March 19 the Findlay Oilers are men and entries will be held open
entertained here and on March 80 until time for the events to begin.
Yards of blue ribbon will be
ObarHo invades Bowling Green to
round out the card.
awarded to the men copping the
Immediate following the comple- first three places in the various
tion of the indoor schedule, Coach track and field events. Not many
Whittaker and his charges will entries had been received at press
swing into the nine-meet outdoor time, but a flood of last-minute
schedule that haB been carded entries is expected to make this
for them. The list of three home meet as much a success as in premeets and six on the road finds vious years.
hi ' year the freshmen took
them meeting the Baldwin-Wallace
Yellowjackets here on April 11, top honors in the meet by tallying
treking to Miami and Ohio Wes- 66 points. The juniors ran a not
Iryun on April 18 and 21. On too close second by making 28
April 26 the Falcons will enter a points. The sophomores, with 18,
tri-mect with Mt. Union and Mus- and the seniors, with six, were
kingum on the local cinder paths, the also-rans. The champs of last
April 29 finds them journeying to year's events were: Critz, Regneir,
Findlay and on May 2 the North- Yaple, Campbell, Chamberlain,
Swimming against some of the western Ohio College meet will be Toedter, Primrose, Parker, and
toughest competition in the Mid- held here. On May 9 the Falcons Fails.
west. Paul Stark, lone Bowling
Green entry in the Central Collegiate Championships at Michigan State last week-end, stroked
his way to a good third place, less
than two seconds behind the
swimmer winning the event. HiB
time, 1:47, was hiB best of the
season.
Stark, sophomore ace from Adrian, Mich., was crowned king of
Ohio Conference backstrokers the
FLOWERS AND CORSAGES
week before entering the CCSC
meet. He was undefeated in his
FOR EVERY OCCASION
event all season, and captured the
conference title easily.

was big Stan Yoder, All-Ohio fullback, who has dropped from
school and is preparing to leave
for the army. Yoder was elected
co-captain of this year's sqund
with Ralph Quesinberry.
During the first week the sqiiBd
will work out inside, but when
weather permits the Falcons will
go through their drills outside
Coach Whittaker expects to send
his charges through at least three
weeks of outside practice.
In the near future the Falcon
coach hopes to play an inter-squad
game. Climaxing the practice will
be a field day. During this event
the Falcon coach will get a good
chance to look over his prospects,
for the backfield men and linemen will all compete against each
other.
The following men reported to
Coach Whittaker the first practice session: Bruce Bcllard, Robert B e r t s c h, Wayne Bordner,
Wayne Bloker, Robert Eckert,
Dick Franks, Richard Glauner,
Don Johnson, Joe Kay, Riehtird
Ixiwry, Dan Marazon, Dave Martin, Pete Popovitch, Bob Might,
Les Rideout, and Mark Welkcr.

Stark Gets Third
In C. C. S. C. Meet

The smoke of slower-burning Camels
contains

28% LESS
NICOTINE'
than the average of the 4
other largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than
any of them—according to
independent scientific tests
of the smoke itself I

£***,

%M

o*

a I. mm US— Caapuv. Wlmu»- «•!•■. N. a

campus favorite is Camel—the cigarette with less nicotine in
the smokel Yes, country-wide surveys show that America's favorite cigarette ranks first with college students, too.
THE

You'll find the answer when you try Camels yourself. From the first
puff right through the last puff in the pack—and pack after packCamels give you the flavorful smoking you like with the mildness
that lets you enjoy itl So make it a point to try Camels—the milder
cigarette with less nicotine in the smoke.

„■*•■;

Key Beauty Selection Ballot
Select the four girls whose pictures you would like to see in
the 1942 KEY. Place the numbers of the pictures you select
in the squares below.

□

□

□

□

Cast your ballot in the Well anytime before 6:80 today

amel

the cigarette of
Costlier Tobaccos
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I-F Name Band Dance And
Formal Highlight Week-end

For alterations
on your spring clothe* try

Men's Glee Club To Present Concert. Take Tour

GREINER'S SHOP
for superior workmanship

Bunny Berigan To Play For Inter-Fraternity Dance;
Glee Club And Treble Clef Combine To
Give All-Campus Formal

EAT . . .

CAIN'S

By MARTHA WALRATH
We're hoping that the Inter-Fraternity Council has the
situation for the week-end well in hand and that we really
will be provided with the opportunity to hear Bunny Berigan, his trumpet and his orchestra, Saturday. The name
band dance always proves to be one of the better dances of
the year, and with Berigan engaged for the evening, it is a
certainty.
This is really an all-campus

The dance will be held in the
Men's Gym from 8:30 to 12, and
as you already know, the ticket
price has been reduced from $3.30
to $2.50 plus tax. Saturday evening will also be the first annual
fraternity homecoming. Many
alumni arc expected to return for
the dance. As for the students,
they have been putting over these
Inter-Fraternity Numc Band dances for three years, so let's make
this the biggest success to date.
This coupon and 05c presented with order, will clean and
press a suit, topcoat, plain
dress, or ladies' coat.

HOME LAUNDRY
And Dependable Clr.ii.-ri
116 W. Wooster Good nnv dBy

Comtr

Member

F.der.l

Reterre

Sy.teat

Marcelle Potato Chips
On any occasion

Grilled

Hot Dogs

week-end and we're hoping that
all of you, including the usual
suitcase paraders, will take advantage of it.
On Friday evening
the Men's Glee Club ami Treble
Clef Club will hold their annual
all-campus formal dance in the
Rec Hall from 9 to 12. The dance
will follow the Glee Club's home
concert in the Auditorium. To
really do things in the best of
manner, we suggest you attend
the concert in formal nttire and
then carry on to the dance. Vcrn
Walters and his Dixielanders orchestra will pluy for the evening.
Committees for the dance include: orchestra, Bill Fischer,
chairman, Nancy Hutchinson;
Irene Case, and Dick Jaynes; refreshments, Jane Arthur, chairman, Jane Grabman, Joe Coale
and Bob Berardi; decorations,
lone Geisel, chairman, Maijorie
Russdickcr, Jim Gray, and Bruce
Seigenthaler; publicity, Betty
Loveland, and Norman Huffman.

COMBINATION
SANDWICHES

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

Coats
Sweaters
Blouses

Skirts

leased by the intramural department last week.
James G o r b e y and Robert
Bertsch are now Delhi pledges.
Don Hendrick.s has joined the
U. S. Marines.
The date for the fraternity's
annual .spring formal has been set
for
May Hi. The dance, nn offThe Five Suter sorority receive). 21 women at its la.st mwt- campus affair, will be held at
inft. Grace Pietsehmun was elect- Heather Downs Country Club.
ed pledge captain.
Plan, were made for the housThe pledges held a meeting
Thursday evening and elected Ann ing of the Las Amigas sorority
Hothenberger BH their president. for next year at the last meeting.
Eighteen pledges took firat dePlans have been made to have a
two-hour study session weekly for gree, March 10. Further iniation
plans have been made.
all pledges.
Pledge officers are: President,
The Delhi fraternity won the Ardeth Bauman j vice-president,
Intramural boxing championship, Kathryn Walters; secretary, Alda
according to the tabulations re- Dauthett.

Bank of
Wood County

FINE!
Immaculately
CLEAN!

'milk

With
Spring safeguard garmenls that
are pleasing lo your
personality.

AT

Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

4Uc up

College women know
that fine garmenls
should
be treated
s c i e n I i f ically the
Sanitary way.

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

SANITARY
DRY
CLEANERS
Regular DeLuxe Dry
Cleaning Service

75c

LEITMANS

Cleaners & Tailors
Arrow Shirts

Dobbs Hat.

Jodphurs 50c
Jacket
40c

139 E. Wooster
Phone 6611

The Alpha Phi Ep.ilon sorority
has been making definite plans
for their All-Campus dance which,
will be held March 27.
Janet
Gladfelter has been appointed
general chairman.
Tuesday night pledge services
were held in the house for the six
new pledges. lone Silliman is
pledge captain.
The Commoner.' fraternity en*
tertaincd 85 couples at their annual spring formal held in the
Rec Hall Saturday night. Music
for the evening was by Johnny
Snyir and his orchestra. Decorations were planned around a fraternity theme.
Max Hnnke has been elected as
a member of the fraternity's board
of trustees. George Foltz has
been appointed to the executive
committee.
Carl Bartch, Don Huffman, and
Arthur Bates are now pledges of
the Commoners' fraternity.

rority at the meeting last week.
Orders for the new group were
issued by tieorgia Wiesler, plc<lgc
captain, and the second degree
will be to plan and give a party
for the active members Tuesday
evening.
During the pledge meeting, the
group elected Ardine Gottfried
president.

Burton Findlay; historian, Blaine
Ebert, and chaplain, Paul
Trausch.
Clarence Homan and Marvin
Pearce were appointed Inter-Fraternity representatives.
Plans for the Beta Gamma formal, to be held March 28, have
been progressing.

The Seven Sister sorority gave

On March 9, the member, and
pledges of the Three Kay sorority
enjoyed a get-together in the
lounge of the Woman's Gym.
The Three Kays observed Founder's Day Saturday. Several of
the alumna were back to enjoy
the luncheon. Rosemary Patterson was general chairman for the
luncheon. It was held in the Recreation Hall.

an informal party March i* for its
27 pledges.
The pledges received the first
degree at the regular meeting
Tuesday evening.
The Seven Sisters are assisting
Miss Margaret Purdy, sorority
sponsor, in organizing Bowling
Green for civilian defense..

Marshall Foils wa. elected
president of the Beta Gamma Upsilon fraternity at their last
meeting. Other officers arc:
Vice-president, Robert Yaple; secFir.t degree service, were held retary, William Weeston; treasurfor the 24 pledges of the Skol so- er, Ted 'King; sargeant-at-arma,

Distinctively

Member Feder.l Depo.M
ln.ur.ne. Corp.

Dresses

SI.
Complete
Garment 75c

KESSEL'S
W. Wooster St.
McCallum Hosiery

For •n«r«y aa well as delicious food. i»t your soda*.
•andwiche* and candios at

Reviews of six technical books
recently added to the library will
make up the program of the
Chemical Journal Club tonight in
Room 100 of the Science Building.

Purity
Confectionery
118 N. Main

N[6W?V£astt/i?
there's satisfaction in knowing that the 6vv
revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty
cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam
And, when you buy Chesterfields, you
have the satisfaction of knowing you are
getting a superior blend of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos. This famous blend gives
you a smoke that is definitely MILDER, far
COOLER and lots BETTER-TASTING. Make your
next pack Chesterfields.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

Sullivan Knew All Of This
5.200 37_!f

Help National Defense by
returning your used wire
hangers.

When down town try

The Holland
Dairy Store

s

For refreshments that
satisfy

?

%-- m

HMT 10 HSNT
r» N*. entile of
the U 5. Morfnet. FIRST
lor e Mild.-. •♦«».raiting taiok. i« Ch.it.rfield.

ICE CREAM is always in good taste...
and always tastes
good! Serve Harms'
delicious brick ice
cream

HARMS'
ICE CREAM
Buttonwood Ave.

TOD4y

SAFELY SACK from a raid or
dog-Kohl, Ml hoppy lending for our
olr fightor* whon may light up and /
•njoy tfco cigoroff* that SaduS*.

ON THB

. LUSCIOUS VERONICA LAKE, eicitine honey-blond, who
■cored tenutionally a. the .Iran of "I Wanted Wing.," return, to Ike
'"■«•■ a. a comedienne in her first .tarring role, oppo.it. Joel McCraa, in Preston Slurge.' new Paramount laugh kit, "Snlllvan's Travels," which play* Wednesday and Thursday at the Cla-Zel Theatre.

PAT1HOTK WOMEN'S
ORGANIZATIONS ore doing o
reel job on Ih. home front In our
fight for the Americon way of life.

•>*.

tot

™J*i£T
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